the essay discusses how Muslim claims of blasphemy are hardly legible within ''patterns of liberal restriction'' to free speech (copyright and indecency laws) that define the ''free human'' as a liberal self-owning subject (p. 30). However, the guiding thread of this highly referenced genealogy of secularism may be difficult to follow for non-specialist readers.
Saba Mahmood also begins by questioning the presumed incommensurable opposition between ''secular necessity'' and ''religious threat'' that was staged during the Danish cartoon controversy (p.65). Under the title ''Religious Reason and Secular Affect: An Incommensurable Divide?'', her well-structured essay demonstrates how the secular produces a normative model of religion and religious subjectivity that hinders the intelligibility of the moral injury inflicted upon Muslims by the Danish cartoons of the Prophet. Mahmood develops two thought-provoking lines of reasoning. First, she suggests that some Muslims' claims of injury can be related to a specific semiotic ideology within which the icon pertains not just to ''images but to a form of relationality that binds the subject to an object or imaginary'' (p.74). In contrast, within the semiotic ideology implied by the secular frame, religious symbols constitute simple objects standing in for ''the divine through an act of human encoding and interpretation.'' (p.73) Within this hegemonic frame, Muslims' claims of injury become signs of improper and confused reading practices that are devalued just as non-Christian natives' forms of piety were devalued by 18 th and 19 th century colonial missionaries. Second, Mahmood shows how liberal secular understandings of injurious speech, since they strongly pertain to the language of rights and state sanctions, tend to relegate Muslims' claims of blasphemy to the realm of ''psychic or imagined harm'' related to a chosen set of beliefs. Such claims are defined as less ''real'' than claims of ''worldly harm'' related to ascribed biological status such as race (p.81). Mahmood offers a rather pessimistic conclusion to her account. In the European legal context, religion can only be protected against verbal attack under the name of social order. European Muslim minorities' chances to see their religious traditions and practices protected are consequently very poor, since these traditions and practices tend to be perceived as a threat to state security.
In contrast to Asad and Mahmood, Judith Butler gives a resolute political tone to her response. She discusses recent controversies linked to Dutch politics on speech acts, such as the scandal around a movie accusing Islam of being a murderous religion or the Civic Integration test of 2006 examining candidates for citizenship for their tolerance of images of homosexuals kissing, in order to think ''about hate speech in light of a commitment to a left alliance that refuses to sacrifice one minority for another'' (p. 128). Butler argues that instead of blindly condemning any particular form of censorship, sexual minorities committed to an alliance-based leftist queer politics should redirect their critique to the state, which should be acknowledged as the central regulatory instance of speech acts:
The question is not whether hateful speech is part of free speech, but rather, why has freedom in certain European contexts come to define itself as the freedom to hate? What does it mean when the notion of freedom has been twisted to ratify discrimination, xenophobia, racism, and nationalism? (p.129-130) In summary, by expanding Asad's and Mahmood's developments through complementary empirical examples and political reflection, Butler goes a long way towards completing their problematisation of uncritical imperial secularism.
Overall, however, the problematisation of ''critique'', the other central object of this volume, is less convincingly conducted. In her introduction, Brown stresses that the Western conception of ''critique'' remains strongly rooted in Enlightenment projects and carries a problematic ''tacit presumption of reason's capacity to unveil error'' (p.9). Since the ''Western academy is governed by the presumptive secularism of critique'', she claims that it is ''with this governance that we must begin'' (p.8). Brown's claim entails ambitious challenges on an epistemological as well as political level. How should critical theory re-define itself once secular conceptions of critique, its ''founding planks'' (p.13), are themselves put in question? What does it concretely mean to ''unseat'' the governance of secular critique within the Western academy? (p. 8). And where and how should this governance be shaken? The authors of the collection certainly attempt to tackle these questions, but their answers remain quite underdeveloped, as they drown in exegetic disputes around the difference between critique and criticism.
All the authors call for a re-connection of critique with power. Asad brings attention to the ambiguities implied by the disciplinary practice of critique, since this practice is historically linked to the development of modern powers that ''have encouraged and used the developing sciences to normalize and regulate social life'' and that tend to escape ''effective public critique''(p.54). Freedom to criticise not only constitutes a right, but a duty of truthproducing ''watched over by corporate and state power to ensure that citizens can be useful'' (p. 54). Consequently, he demands a ''critique of ''critique'', something that must begin with genealogy'' (p. 144). In a similar vein, Mahmood calls for a critical theory that is concerned with its own limitations especially with regards to religious assumptions and which engages in a critical dialogue across ''the putative divide between Western and non Western traditions of critique and practice'' (p.91). Butler describes in even greater detail the analytical tasks implied by such a dialogue:
The ways to do this are various: through tracing internal contradictions, through comparing and contrasting alternative cultural lexicons for similar concepts, through offering a historical account of how a set of culturally specific assumptions became recast as universal and postcultural (p. 116).
One can rarely grasp how such epistemological and political enterprises go beyond the scope of current practices of critique among critical thinkers. In addition, it is regrettable that Asad, Mahmood and Butler do not deploy the same intensive critical stance on secular academic institutions as they do in their discussion of secular state institutions. Nonetheless, Is Critique Secular? provides insightful analytical tools for anyone who seeks to engage in a systematic reflection on free speech, blasphemy, religion and secularism. Such reflection remains particularly urgent in a European context marked by public debates and politically extremist rhetoric that obsessively targets Muslims' practices and symbols. 
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